This paper presents an effective way of combining two popular, yet distinct approaches used in the hedging literature -dynamic programming (DP) and time-series (GARCH) econometrics.
Introduction
Recent empirical research on optimal hedging has focused on two distinct areas. One branch of the literature has investigated models wherein there is a multi-period hedging horizon and the optimal hedge may be updated each period. This research has relied largely on applications of dynamic programming (DP), with examples including Anderson and Danthine (1983) ; Karp (1983) ; Martinez and Zering (1992) ; Mathews and Holthausen (1991) and Vukina and Anderson (1993) . Overall, these studies find that, while intuitively appealing (but operationally complicated), multi-period hedging models have not resulted in significant improvements over static models from a risk management perspective.
The other thrust in the literature has been to use time-series econometrics to model conditional variance and covariance dynamics for commodity cash and futures prices. To this end various versions of the ARCH/GARCH framework advanced by Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) have been utilized, the result being that time-varying one-step-ahead hedge portfolios are estimated (e.g., Baillie and Myers, 1991) . 1,2 Gagnon et al. (1998) , Haigh and Holt (2000) , Kroner and Sultan (1993) , Lin et al. (1994) , Myers (1991) , Park and Switzer (1995) , Sephton (1993) , Tong (1996) , and Yeh and Gannon (2000) have employed ARCH/GARCH methods, and have reported significant gains in hedge performance relative to more traditional OLS techniques include. Like the DP approach, GARCH methods allow hedge updating.
Unlike the DP approach, the time-series approach thus far has been limited to determining only sequentially updated one-period-ahead optimal hedge ratios (OHRs).
In this paper we first present a method of utilizing GARCH time series models within a DP framework to construct dynamic optimal hedging portfolios. Dynamic hedging strategies are developed for a hypothetical firm (merchandiser) interested in purchasing in advance but on a weekly basis commodities (specifically, cocoa and sugar) used in food manufacturing. For each commodity we begin by specifying theoretically consistent yet realistic and tractable risk management models. We allow the representative firm to adjust the optimal hedge several times between initial hedge placement and eve ntual commodity purchase several weeks into the future.
In each case the hedger is assumed to minimize the variability of total costs. By employing DP recursion relations, OHRs are thereby derived.
This research departs from prior studies by relaxing the assumption that hedgers will not revise their estimates of underlying variances/covariances over time and that they will not update futures positions. The representative merchandiser's variance expressions are manageable functions of non-contemporaneous, time-varying variances and covariances, requiring multi-step ahead forecasts that are incorporated directly into the DP framework. Because GARCH specifications are effective in modeling time-varying volatility, the model developed here illustrates the ga ins from combining dynamic hedging strategies in a DP framework with modern time-series techniques. Indeed, the research not only expands on both the time-series and dynamic programming hedging literature, thus being of interest to an academic audience, but also, because of its practicality and ease of use, should be of interest to risk-management practitioners responsible for developing optimal hedging strategies with varying time horizons.
Another unique aspect of this study is the development of confidence bands around competing portfolios. Specifically, by employing a parametric bootstrap we are able to evaluate whether portfolio variance reductions from each method are statistically different. We are therefore able to shed light on circumstances under which one method outperforms another. This analysis will offer a more complete understanding of the conditions that are likely to offer similar portfolio payoffs and, from a practical standpoint, will enable a trader to decide when to employ a simple strategy (like OLS techniques) and when to embark on a more sophisticated strategy (like a GARCH or DP-GARCH approach).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we present a brief overview of hedge ratio estimation, and then introduce the DP-GARCH model. This is followed by a description of the data used in the empirical analysis and econometric estimation results. We then present hedging results and the bootstrap analysis. The final section concludes.
Hedge Ratio Estimation
A basic concept in the hedging literature is the notion that traders optimally select combinations of cash and futures positions to minimize portfolio risk. These combinations, typically expressed in terms of proportion of cash to futures positions for an asset, are commonly referred to as Optimal Hedge Ratios (OHRs). One popular method of determining OHRs is to employ a minimum-variance (MV) framework, wherein an agent (e.g., a merchandiser) is assumed to minimize variability of outlays (costs) associated with an expected purchase. For several reasons the MV framework has become the benchmark in the hedging literature. First, MV hedge ratio is optimal for exceptionally risk averse traders (Ederington, 1979; Kahl, 1983) .
As well, MV hedge ratio is also optimal when futures markets are unbiased. This result is important as such a phenomenon has been verified in several empirical studies (Baillie and Myers, 1991; Martin and Garcia, 1981) . 3 As such, MV methodology has been widely applied, in part because of the t heoretical justification of finding unbiased markets and in part because components of the MV hedge ratio may be retrieved from variance and covariance estimates of underlying cash and futures prices (see, e.g., Baillie and Myers, 1991; Kroner and Sultan, 1993) .
Many studies calculate OHRs from historical data by simply regressing changes in cash prices on changes in futures prices (see Appendix equations (A1) -(A3)). The resulting slope coefficient, 1 − t b , is interpreted as an estimate of the OHR (Ederington, 1979; Kahl, 1983) . 4 This result holds because in the simple least squares model the estimated slope coefficient equals the term shown in (A3). This form of the hedge ratio is commonly referred to as the MV hedge ratio, and has been employed in many studies including that by Mathews and Holthousen (1991) .
Implicit in traditional hedge ratio estimation methodology is the assumption that the covariance matrix of cash and futures prices-and hence the hedge ratio-is constant through time. But as Fama (1965) observed, variances and covariances of asset returns are often not constant over time-large changes tend to be followed by other large changes and small changes tend to be followed by other small changes. This phenomenon, known as volatility clustering, is effectively captured by Engle's (1982) ARCH model; in an early application Cecchetti et al.
(1988) employed a bivariate ARCH process to infer time-varying OHRs. Bollerslev (1986) subsequently proposed the GARCH model to circumvent the long lags often needed to specify correctly an ARCH model. A large body of research has therefore focused on utilizing the GARCH framework to construct time-varying (conditional) hedge portfolios.
Here we ignore the potential need for a time series structure for the mean of cash and futures prices. The relevant price equations may then be specified as
where ( )
is a (2 x 1) vector containing the first difference of cash and futures prices (T is a transpose operator); µ is a (2 x 1) mean vector (i.e., a (2 x 1) vector of intercept or drift terms) for, respectively, cash and futures prices; t ε is a (2 x 1) vector of mean-zero, bivariate normally distributed cash and futures price innovations; , , vech = , is a (2 x 2) conditional covariance matrix.
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One method for specifying the structure generating conditional second mome nts is to utilize the positive semi-definite parameterization (PSD) explained in Engle and Kroner (1995) . In their setup the form of H t , the conditional covariance matrix, is
where W is a symmetric (2 x 2) parameter matrix and A and B are (2 x 2) parameter matrices.
Alternative GARCH specifications include the constant correlation parameterization employed by, among others, Cecchetti et al. (1988) , Garcia et al. (1995) , and Kroner and Sultan (1993) .
The set up, while parsimonious, does not allow the cash-futures covariance (and, therefore, OHRs) to switch signs in the short run as cash and futures prices move in opposite directions (see, e.g., Haigh and Holt, 2000) . The implication is this model may be overly restrictive. The linear diagonal model used by Baillie and Myers (1991) is less restrictive in this regard, but does not ensure the conditional covariance matrix is positive definite for all t. (2) is the analogue to a VARMA model in the system's conditional covariance process, and therefore provides a general way of modeling time dependencies in the system's conditional second moments. By construction the specification in (2) ensures H t is positive semi-definite at all data points and so is used in this analysis. As well, (2) allows inferences about the extent to which lagged variances (innovations) in, say, the cash (futures) market influences the current variance in the futures (cash) market.
Returning to the optimal hedging problem, it follows that, given the time-varying nature of variance-covariance matrix H t , the time-varying hedge ratio may be expressed as ( ) ( ) Numerous studies have focused on time-varying hedging by using variants of the ARCH/GARCH approach to model the cash-futures price distribution. OHRs are then inferred by relaxing the assumption that conditional variances (covariances) are time independent. For instance, Cecchetti et al. (1988) applied a bivariate ARCH model to financial futures prices. Myers and Baillie (1991) , Myers (1991) , and Sephton (1993) applied bivariate GARCH models to commodity prices. Park and Switzer (1995) , Tong (1996) , and Yeh and Gannon (2000) compared GARCH-generated OHRs to OLS hedging for stocks. Finally, Kroner and Sultan (1993) and Lin et al. (1994) used a bivariate GARCH framework in foreign currency hedging.
Combining DP Hedging Models with GARCH Time -Series Techniques
In this section we outline the theoretical multi-period hedging models for commodity merchandisers that undertake weekly purchases of cocoa and sugar. Our representative firm is assumed to hedge cash price uncertainty associated with anticipated commodity purchase several weeks in future. That is, the merchandiser maintains the required amount of cocoa or sugar for processing on a weekly basis. To minimize uncertainty associated with each week's anticipated purchase, the firm uses futures market as a hedge.
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The hedging framework developed here is multi-period, and builds upon the somewhat restrictive dynamic models presented by Mathews and Holthausen (1991) . We focus on long hedging in part because extensive research in agricultural economics has assessed risk attitudes and the use of derivative instruments from a short hedgers perspective (e.g., Binswanger, 1982; Pennings and Smidt, 2000) . This focus has occurred in spite of Berck (1981) and Shapiro and Brorsen's (1988) findings that only 5 per cent and 11.4 per cent, respectively, of farmers' actually use futures markets to hedge. The need for mo re sophisticated hedging models, at least from a producer's perspective (i.e., short hedging), is therefore called into question.
Alternatively, Nance et al. (1993) Lence et al. (1993) . This assumption is not overly restrictive, however, as the gains from hedging effectiveness from using a model that incorporates speculative storage decisions are, according to these authors, negligible. Importantly, we assume the merchandiser does not purchase the commodity and store it (at least beyond one week). In this way our framework resembles more closely that of Mathews and Holthausen (1991) .
Given that we focus on a long hedging scenario, how then might we determine whether in fact a DP-GARCH framework outperforms a simple GARCH framework (without recursion relations for optimal updating) and a time-invariant OLS, and, correspondingly, SUR, framework, where the differenced futures price is regressed on the differenced cash price? 7 Such comparisons are of interest for several reasons. First, based on results reported by Mathews and Holthausen (1991) there is little evidence that dynamic (DP) hedge ratios differ in magnitude over the hedging horizon; there may be negligible improvement (measured by the reduction in portfolio variability) obtained by following a DP approach relative to static OLS models, casting doubt on the usefulness of the DP approach. Second, and more importantly, previous empirical research has assumed a trader does not optimally update variance and covariance terms over time in the DP framework. For this reason we also compare our advancement of the DP approach (the DP-GARCH model) with a basic GARCH approach, which, by itself, has been shown to outperform myopic alternatives (Baillie and Myers, 1991; Gagnon et al., 1998; Haigh and Holt, 2000; Park and Switzer, 1995; Yeh and Gannon, 2000) . Both DP-GARCH and basic GARCH are then compared with the static OLS/SUR approach. Doing so isolates gains from using GARCH relative to OLS/SUR and, as well, gains from using DP-GARCH over GARCH and OLS/SUR approaches. We may therefore isolate the importance of introducing time-varying variances-covariances without the DP framework with that of time-varying variancescovariances within a DP framework, thereby allowing a comparison of a truly time-varying and dynamic GARCH approach with the more typical time varying but non-dynamic GARCH model.
In the DP-GARCH setup we assume merchandiser's price paid for the commodity in future, that is, several weeks ahead, is uncertain. In other words, the merchandiser's purchasing cost for the raw commodity is stochastic. For each commodity we therefore derive, on a weekly basis, the optimal number of contracts for the merchandiser to lock into in order to minimize total cost variability. Each merchandiser is then allowed to update relevant variance-covariance estimates-used to generate the hedged position-multiple times between when the initial hedge is placed and when the commodity is ultimately purchased in the cash market.
By using a DP-GARCH approach the merchandiser decides the amount hedged at each decision date in order to minimize the variance of total terminal cost, Cost t . To illustrate, with four trading dates total cost is defined as 
where week t denotes the terminal period and r represents the merchandiser's opportunity cost of funds. As indicated in (3), at the end of week t the commodity is finally purchased in the cash market at price c t . At the beginning of week t-1 and for two weeks prior to that (i.e., weeks t-2 and t-3) the trader may adjust the position set initially at t-4. Cost t is therefore total (discounted) cost paid for the commodity at the end of the four-week horizon, accounting for gains (losses) from futures market. Setup (3) is similar to that utilized in prior research employing DP hedging.
The difference is we focus on a merchandiser who will ultimately purchase the commodity; our methodology could of course also be applied to a short hedgers problem.
In the DP-GARCH framework the mercha ndiser's aim is to minimize total variance of cost by determining the optimal number of futures contracts to lock into each period t-i, where 0 ≤−≤ tit . In other words, at each period t-i the merchandiser chooses the optimal number of futures contracts to minimize total variance of cost, which is simply the sum of final cash price paid, c t , and (discounted) futures market gains/losses accrued over the four-week period preceding cash purchase. As illustrated by Mathews and Holthausen (1991) and Anderson and Danthine (1983) the general solution to this problem is obtained through backward induction.
Therefore, to find cost-minimizing hedge ratio b t-4 at initial trade date t-4, the merchandiser must also determine relevant hedges to employ at t-3, t-2, and t-1. That is, to minimize variance of discounted purchase cost we work backwards with the merchandiser first choosing the OHR that would be used at the start of delivery week, t-1. The conditional variance-where we have suppressed conditioning information notation-is shown in Appendix equation (A2). The firstorder condition for an extremum and the corresponding OHR are also presented in the Appendix.
At time t-2 (two weeks prior to the eventual cash purchase) the merchandiser minimizes variance of total cost relevant at that date, illustrated in Appendix equation (A4). The variance at t-2 is a function of several variances and covariances; the hedge ratio used at t-2, b t-2 , referred to as the operational hedge ratio; and the expected hedge ratio to be used at t-1 
See Appendix for details. Importantly, with unbiased markets hedge ratio (4) is simply the covariance-to-variance ratio weighted by discount factor r.
Corresponding cost functions, variance expressions, and first order conditions at t-3 and t-4 are also functions of the operational hedge ratios for that week and, as well, the hedge ratios expected to be used during subsequent weeks prior to cash purchase. In addition to discount factor r, the resulting hedge ratios are also functions of variances and covariances over the following weeks. Again, assuming unbiased commodity markets, these hedge ratios collapse to simple expressions similar in form to those used in later weeks. Specifically, it may be shown that the optimal hedge ratios at t -3 and t -4 are simply 
where the influence of discount factor r increases the further away is the expected purchase date.
Based on the foregoing results for the four-week hedging horizon example, it is clear the optimal dynamic hedging rule (given unbiased markets) is easily generalized. Determining the OHR therefore involves picking a n appropriate discount rate and estimating the relevant variance-covariance forecasts at each date. In the ensuing analysis we set discount value r to 10 per cent and continue with the four-week hedging scenario as in the example.
For the basic GARCH portfolio it is assumed that once a hedge has been placed it is not updated. Of course a weekly sampling frequency enables the trader relying on a basic GARCH model to update the hedge ratio for each subsequent week's purchase; however, for comparison sake this hedge is left in place for the entire four-week period. The implication is the average GARCH hedge ratio, GARCH b , is identical to the DP-GARCH hedge ratio 4 − t b developed at the beginning of the trading period. But as already indicated this hedge is left in place over the fourweek horizon so that GARCH b is unaffected by changes in volatility over the remainder of the month and, unlike DP-GARCH, is unaffected by future hedging ratios. As a result, because there is no provision for optimally updating the hedge basic GARCH hedging will likely be inferior to DP-GARCH in periods of short-run market volatility.
Of course once determined the OLS/SUR hedge ratio SUR OLS b / never changes, as it is simply obtained from an OLS/SUR regression of the futures price on the respective cash price.
A priori, this approach will likely be inferior to DP-GARCH and basic GARCH, especially in volatile markets, because it in no way adjusts to short-run volatility. As well, SUR OLS b / does not account for future hedging decisions and changes in volatility like the DP-GARCH approach.
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To summarize differences between models, a typical four-week time line for the basic GARCH and DP-GARCH hedging approaches would look as follows:
Week 4 Week 1 Purchase
The OLS/SUR time-line would be similar to the GARCH time-line as only one hedge ratio is employed over the four-week period. The main difference is the OLS/SUR hedging ratio would be the same for every four-week period. Once determined the GARCH hedge is left in place for each four-week horizon; there is no updating over that month but updating can and does occur the following month.
In some instances the hedging ratios derived from these approaches might be similar; hence, the portfolio values could well be indistinguishable from each other. Specifically, if t H in (2) is reasonably stable, changing little over the sample period, then OLS and basic GARCH models should yield similar results. Similarly, if t H remains stable over the sample period, DP-GARCH hedge ratios would effectively differ from basic GARCH hedges (and, as well, the OLS/SUR hedges) only by the discount factor r.
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Unlike prior studies employing DP methods to obtain OHRs, we assume traders revise their estimates of relevant variances-covariances through time by using a GARCH framework.
Using the PSD framework (presented in (2) above) multi-step-ahead forecasts of relevant variances and covariances, derived from the underlying bivariate GARCH process, may then be made.
To estimate time-varying hedge ratios it is necessary to model jointly the first two moments of cash and futures prices relevant to each merchandiser. Based upon residual diagnostic tests (see econometric estimation results presented below), each series is specified as a simple martingale process, thereby satisfying the assumption of unbiased markets. That is, for each cash price c t , and for each futures price f t , the model outlined in (1) and (2) is estimated.
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With the econometric methodology for estimating time-varying variances-covariances in hand, we may now ask whether or not a DP-GARCH model that utilizes backward induction to generate and update OHRs outperforms a basic GARCH model without optimal updating and, as well, a static OLS hedging approach in practice. Obtaining information on the relative performance of these various hedging approaches from both an economic and statistical standpoint is the issue to which we now turn.
Data and Econometric Estimation Results
Weekly cash and futures prices for cocoa and sugar were collected for the period January 4 th 1985-August 4 th 2000, yielding a total of 814 weekly observations for the in-sample analysis.
In addition cash and futures prices were also collected for the period August 11 th 2000-September 9 th 2002, yielding 57 observations for an out-of-sample analysis. Cocoa (Ivory Coast) and sugar (#11 World Raw) cash prices were provided by Reuters (formerly Bridge CRB).
Futures settlement prices for cocoa and sugar are from the NYBOT, and were also provided by Reuters. As cash prices are only reported on Friday, the futures price series was also constructed by using Friday prices. Futures prices are for the nearby contract month, which forms the first value for the continuous series and runs until the last trading day of the contract.
By using Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) (tests), each price series was first examined for existence of a unit root. Results indicate all four series are nonstationary. Applying the same tests to the differenced series, the null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected. Therefore, we conclude each series is I(1), that is, integrated of order one, in the sense of Engle and Granger (1987) . Correspondingly, each series was first differenced in econometric estimation.
Maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters are obtained by using the DavidonFletcher-Powel (DFP) algorithm in conjunction with symmetric numerical derivatives.
Parameter estimates for each bivariate PSD GARCH model are presented in Table 1 . Point estimates of GARCH parameters indicate substantial evidence of conditional variance dynamics for each commodity. As well, a number of off-diagonal elements in A and B matrices for each PSD model are large in absolute terms relative to their asymptotic standard errors. Estimates of skewness and kurtosis parameters for the standardized residuals-defined by 3 m and 4 m , respectively-are reported for each equation in each portfolio model in the lower panel of Table   1 . Results indicate no serious departures from the conditional normality assumption.
To more formally assess the relevance of the structure implied by a bivariate PSD GARCH specification, several sets of maintained restrictions were imposed on parameter matrices A and B and the models re-estimated. One set of models was estimated wherein all parameters in A and B were set to zero. These restrictions result in a model with a constant conditional covariance structure, that is, a model without GARCH effects, and is consistent with a constant (non time-varying) hedge ratio as provided by an SUR model. Alternatively, each PSD model is re-estimated by restricting all off-diagonal elements of A and B to zero. As reported in Table 2 and cross products of (standardized) residuals for each model are reported in the lower panel of Table 1 . Results of these diagnostics tests indicate the models do a reasonable job of explaining conditional mean and variance dynamics of cash and futures prices. Overall, the PSD-GARCH(1,1) models do a good job of characterizing essential features of the data, and are therefore potentially useful tools for examining dynamic hedging strategies.
Hedging Results
Given the empirical support for the PSD-GARCH(1,1) specification, the natural question is how well does DP-GARCH hedging portfolio perform relative to either a basic GARCH or an OLS/SUR approach for a representative cocoa/sugar merchandiser? To examine this issue insample average hedge ratios, along with standard deviations and minimum and maximum values, for each of the DP-GARCH, GARCH, and OLS models and for each portfolio are reported in the upper panel of Table 3 . Comparable summary statistics for the out-of-sample analysis are recorded in the lower panel of Table 3 . As well, in sample plots of DP-GARCH, basic GARCH, and OLS hedge ratios are reported in figures 1-2 for sugar and cocoa, respectively. As indicated previously, hedge ratios in Table 3 were derived by assuming merchandisers minimizes total variance of cost and use an annualized discount rate r of 10 per cent.
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As illustrated in the top panel of Table 3 and Results reported in the top portion of Table 3 and figures 1-2 also illustrate that during the in-sample period hedge ratios vary considerably. As suggested by figures 1 and 2, there is more variability in OHRs at every horizon for sugar than for cocoa. As well, for the sugar portfolio it is clear that during a few periods short hedging is called for by the DP-GARCH model (a hedge ratio of approximately 0.52). But as cash and futures variances (prices) may (and do) move in opposite directions in the short run, it is not unreasonable for the optimal hedge to call for the merchandiser to go short in some instances. Indeed, it is precisely for this reason that we chose to apply unrestrictive GARCH structures (i.e., the PSD), as other specifications may not pick up on such patterns. As indicated in figure 2, short hedging is not observed for cocoa using the DP-GARCH model; the minimum hedge ratio for cocoa is near zero (-0.064).
The final row in Table 3 reveals that OLS/SUR hedge ratio for cocoa is -0.899, suggesting somewhat less hedging on average than either the DP-GARCH or the basic GARCH model. Alternatively, OLS/SUR hedge ratio for sugar is -0.723, which is slightly greater than those called for by DP-GARCH. By adopting an OLS/SUR approach the hedger would employ the same hedge ratio every week over the entire sample period, indicating no variability in the proportion hedged. Overall, results for cocoa and sugar portfolios provide an interesting contrast in that cocoa basis is generally more predictable than sugar basis, as suggested by the observation that cocoa hedge ratios are typically closer to one in absolute value than are sugar hedge ratios (see, e.g., figures 1-2).
Traders are perhaps less concerned about past events than they are with future performance. It is for this reason that an out-of-sample evaluation was made of the competing models. Therefore, for each approach a forecast is made of the following week's hedge ratio.
For each period the required variance and covariance terms are predicted and the hedge ratio calculated. Each model is then re-estimated with the new observation included in the sample and the evaluation repeated. This prediction/re-estimation algorithm is continued until all out-ofsample data are exhausted. Summary statistics of hedging ratios are presented in the lower panel of Table 3 . As with the in-sample analysis, DP-GARCH portfolio shows variation in OHRs at each hedge horizon through time, although the variation is not as great as for the in-sample Overall sample and average hedge ratios are instructive, and give some guidance as to the potential usefulness of each model; they do not, however, indicate much about how the various models perform in each respective portfolio. To this end average variance of total cost is computed for each model and for each commodity. These results, along with other descriptive statistics including the standard deviation of cost variance and minimum and maximum cost variances are reported, for each model, in Table 4 . The top half summarizes the results from the in-sample analysis, the lower half for the out-of-sample analysis. First, the results are quite striking for the in-sample analysis. Importantly, there appears to be rewards to using the DP-GARCH approach relative to the basic GARCH approach in terms of average variance reductions. This result may not be particularly surprising, however, because the simple GARCH model, while allowing for time-variation in hedge ratios, does not optimally use information to update hedge ratios in a way provided for by the DP-GARCH approach.
As reported in Table 4 , average variance of total cost for cocoa merchandiser is 30228.77
per ton with DP-GARCH, while the corresponding value for basic GARCH is 30461.37, representing a 0.76 per cent gain by using DP-GARCH relative to the simple GARCH strategy.
Also, the standard deviation associated with the average variance of the DP-GARCH model (18736) is considerably lower than for basic GARCH (20359), suggesting that following the DP-GARCH method would yield a more stable risk management strategy for a cocoa hedger. Based on estimated hedge ratios, the cocoa market basis seems more predictable than sugar as hedging ratios for cocoa are closer to one in absolute value. The implication is there may be even greater rewards to employing more sophisticated models (i.e., DP-GARCH) over standard approaches (i.e., basic GARCH) in relatively more unpredictable markets like sugar, where recommended hedging ratios are smaller in absolute terms. To illustrate, average variance for sugar total cost is 2.248 for the DP-GARCH model; the corresponding value for basic GARCH is 2.501, implying a 10.14 per cent gain associated with using DP-GARCH in lieu of the basic GARCH methodology. Not unlike the cocoa market, portfolio variance 'volatility' for DP-GARCH sugar model is lower than for simple GARCH (reported standard deviation of 0.051 versus 0.060).
There is apparently a reward in terms of risk reduction by using the DP-GARCH framework relative to a simple hedge-and-hold GARCH strategy, especially in markets where basis is less predictable. Rewards to following the DP-GARCH strategy are, however, highly dependent upon the total costs of buying the commodity confronted by a particular merchandiser, suggesting the DP-GARCH model would in fact benefit more greatly a merchandiser making frequent but large purchases.
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Turning to OLS/SUR portfolios, Table 4 The implication is that using an OLS/SUR approach would result, at least in some periods, in foregone cost-reduction opportunities relative to the DP-GARCH approach, with the most compelling evidence offered in the sugar market.
Results from the out-of-sample analysis illustrates that the effectiveness of DP-GARCH and GARCH approaches is somewhat dampened. As suggested previously, sample hedging ratios seem to indicate that markets exhibited less volatility in the out-of-sample data periodparticularly in the cocoa market-implying more stable (constant) models are likely to perform better. This conjecture is confirmed by, on average, poorer performance of DP GARCH and GARCH models relative to OLS/SUR. According to the average improvement figures reported in the lower panel of Table 4 , there is essentially no difference between the DP-GARCH and basic GARCH models (average percentage improvement is < -0.001 per cent). Moreover, outof-sample DP-GARCH model is outperformed by the more stable OLS approach (average improvement of -2.32 per cent). The sugar market did exhibit more volatility out-of-sample (noting that the standard deviation of the hedging ratios was much higher at 0.18). Accordingly, DP-GARCH outperforms both GARCH and OLS/SUR approaches by 8.37 per cent and 1.80 per cent, respectively.
Like all statistics described thus far, the figures recorded in Table 4 are averages. The implication is a trader may not only be concerned with average model performance, but may also want to know whether a model could be detrimental if the market exhibits an unexpected burst of volatility or a period of prolonged stability. For this reason we also focus on period-by-period estimates to assess whether one model outperforms another under certain conditions. To assess period-by-period performance we first employ bootstrapping techniques to generate confidence intervals around both the hedging ratios and the portfolio variances. Specifically, drawing from the appropriate bivariate normal distribution, 500 parametric bootstrap estimates of both the DP-GARCH and basic GARCH portfolios are obtained for both commodities. We then assess whether one model is statistically different from another model (by determining whether or not confidence bands overlap), and if so, by how much and how many times that model outperformed the alternatives.
To summarize the results of the bootstrap evaluations, we first estimate confidence bands around the GARCH and DP-GARCH models and find that, statistically speaking, t hese two models are equivalent. That is, during no period were the variances from the DP-GARCH model (with confidence bands) not overlapping the variance of the GARCH model. We also compare the DP-GARCH model with OLS/SUR. The results of this comparison are summarized in Table   5 . The upper panel of Table 5 illustrates that 37.1 per cent (33.7 per cent) of the time OLS/SUR model is statistically equivalent to DP-GARCH for the cocoa (sugar), suggesting that a trader, for this percentage of the time, would be indifferent between the approaches. The lower panels of Table 5 provide more insight into the merits of each approach. The middle panel of Table 5 illustrates the percentage of times OLS/SUR variance is significantly less than the DP-GARCH approach f or cocoa and sugar portfolios (47.2 per cent and 48.9 per cent, respectively).
Furthermore, the greatest improvement in portfolio variances of DP-GARCH vis-à-vis GARCH amounts to 78.18 per cent and 73.99 per cent for, respectively, cocoa and sugar.
These results seemingly contradict findings presented earlier whereby DP-GARCH outperforms OLS on average. The implication is there must be times when OLS/SUR approach is beaten dramatically by DP-GARCH. Indeed, a cursory glance at the lower panel of Table 5 suggests this very result. While DP-GARCH exhibits fewer times that it actually dominates OLS/SUR (15.7 per cent and 17.9 per cent in the cocoa and sugar models, respectively), there are as they are at the beginning of 1995, OLS/SUR performs satisfactorily. As the co-movement relationship breaks down, however, and the basis becomes more volatile, DP-GARCH tends to outperform OLS/SUR. Specifically, OLS/SUR variance, complete with confidence bands, is greater than the variance (and bands) generated by DP-GARCH. Toward the end of the year as the basis normalizes OLS/SUR approach improves and eventually outperforms DP-GARCH.
As presented in Figure 4 , a similar (but less vivid) scenario is illustrated for cocoa. 
Conclusion
In recent years numerous empirical hedging studies-typically relying upon variants of ARCH/GARCH-type models-have adopted the term 'dynamic' to describe the portfolio updating that occurs when the assumption of a time-invariant cash-futures covariance matrix is relaxed. While these studies have established the potential benefits of relaxing this assumption, they have continued to rely on one-period-ahead variance and covariance forecasts. In this sense the extant ARCH/GARCH hedging literature has not truly utilized a 'dynamic' approach.
Conversely, the DP hedging literature, while allowing for multi-period-ahead hedge ratio calculations, has not employed modern methods for estimating time-varying covariance matrices.
Our paper has attempted to bridge the gap between these two related yet distinct approaches. Importantly, we present a truly time-varying and dynamic hedging model by combining DP recursion relations with G ARCH time-series models. To illustrate the DP-GARCH framework empirical applications were reported for hypothetical cocoa and sugar merchandisers. Results indicate that for both commodities gains were achieved by using the DP-GARCH model relative to the standard GARCH approach, with greater rewards accruing for sugar. Importantly, while sample summary statistics suggest that modest improvements may be made by employing techniques that optimally update-like the DP-GARCH approach-we also isolate particular times that such a model outperforms simper alternatives. Specifically, through a bootstrap experiment we isolate the number of times DP-GARCH approach dominates (in both a statistical and economic sense) OLS. We conclude that in periods of low volatility a trader may be just as well off following the simpler (and probably cheaper) OLS/SUR approach. The caveat is, of course, that the simpler approach may fail dramatically relative to more sophisticated techniques in periods of excessive volatility. Consequently, a DP-GARCH approach is likely, at times, to yield greater rewards in more volatile markets like sugar.
The framework developed here should not only be of interest as a contribution to the empirical hedging literature, but should also be of interest to risk managers. This said, more work is clearly needed. Specifically, the methodologies developed in this paper should be applied to other commodities (and assets) and for different hedging horizons. Also, transaction and liquidity costs should be included. 15 Only then will it be possible to truly assess the value of the DP-GARCH approach. 
In-Sample
Hedge Model 
Out-of-Sample
Hedge Model 1985 1986 1987 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Weekly optimal hedging for the DP-GARCH, GARCH and OLS/SUR hedging models: January 1985 -August 2000. The GARCH hedge ratio GARCH b represents the average hedge ratio that would be used by the trader over the four-week period. It is equal to the hedge ratio used at t -4 by the DP-GARCH user as it is assumed that the GARCH user uses weekly data to form the hedge ratio to be applied at t-4 and left in place until the commodity is purchased at the end of the horizon. The OLS/SUR hedge ratio, 1985 1986 1987 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Weekly optimal hedging for the DP-GARCH, GARCH and OLS/SUR hedging models: January 1985 -August 2000. The GARCH hedger ratio GARCH b represents the hedge average hedge ratio that would be used by the trader over the four-week period. It is equal to the hedge ratio used at t -4 by the DP-GARCH user as it is assumed that the GARCH user uses weekly data to form the hedge ratio to be applied at t-4 and left in place until the commodity is purchased at the end of the horizon. The OLS/SUR hedge ratio, 
2.ARCH is short for Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity while GARCH denotes
Generalized ARCH.
3.There are a variety of methods for determining OHRs. Collins (1997) questions the validity of many of these approaches including the MV framework; he also reviews the empirical evidence about hedging behavior when evaluating competing models. In an attempt to explain 'real life' hedging behavior he concludes that the MV model is unlikely to fully capture a short hedgers true objective. Indeed, the vast majority of competing models evaluated did not pass such a test.
The purpose of this stud y is to combine techniques (DP and GARCH) used in previous research (from a long hedgers perspective) that have employed the MV methodology. We therefore utilize the MV framework here, but we acknowledge that such an objective may not be truly optimal for all hedgers. Also, while it is plausible that commodity markets are unbiased, there is some empirical evidence suggesting that, at least for some markets, futures prices do exhibit some persistence and/or biasedness. See, e.g., Tong (1996) ; Rausser and Carter (1982) ; and Raynaud and Tessier (1984) .
4. Myers and Thompson (1989) suggest that lags should be included in the regression procedure in order to include conditioning information. Pennings and Leuthold (2001) estimated hedging models with and without lags by using a procedure proposed by Britten-Jones (1999) . Because
(1) Pennings and Leuthold (2001) found that including lags made no difference in their model;
(2) because we wish to maintain the assumption of weak form efficiency; and (3) because we do not find any evidence of residual autocorrelation (see econometric results) we do not include lags in the mean regression equations. We therefore maintain the MV set up.
5.Most high-frequency asset price data are modeled in first difference form wit hout any autocorrelation structure (the approach utilized here). As noted by Fama (1965) this martingale behavior is often interpreted as being consistent with weak form efficiency. This approach says nothing, however, about higher moments of asset retur ns, which are typically found to exhibit leptokurtosis. Consequently, some studies employ a distribution such as Student's t to account for the excess kurtosis (see Baillie and Myers, 1991) . In this study we follow Haigh and Holt (2000) and maintain the normality assumption, accepting its somewhat stringent assumptions.
6.We focus on a weekly hedge for several reasons. First, our original motivation and hence model was based on conversations with a large food merchandiser who suggested that a weekly horizon was reasonable given their large amount of transactions (see Footnote 13). Second, as
shown by Castelino (1992) , Geppert (1995) and Pennings and Meulenberg (1997) , the hedging effectiveness of this type of model is likely to increase with time, and so it is expected (although not explored here) that the model is likely to improve over a longer time horizon. We present the more conservative results based on this shorter (but more realistic) time-period. Extending the time frame is left for future research.
7.Indeed both the OLS and SUR models are nested within the GARCH framework (see econometric estimation results for full details).
8.To simplify the model, we follow Mathews and Holthausen (1991) in assuming that the hedger knows 1 − t b at the initial trade date. If we did not make this assumption, 1 − t b would be stochastic and additional variance and covariance terms would be involved. However, this assumption is not restrictive, as variance-covariance estimates based on historical relationships (like the GARCH framework) are relatively easy to forecast. Moreover, to operationally use a hedge ratio that is a function of future hedge ratios the merchandiser must forecast future ratios and thus consider them to be non-stochastic.
9.
As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer complicated models that allow for more updating will incur higher transaction costs. As Haigh and Holt (2000) show, incorporating transaction costs reduces the appeal of more complicated approaches but not by enough to reduce the incentive to utilize these techniques, particularly when the hedger is confronted with large cash transactions. In the current analysis marginal transaction costs are unlikely to deter the representative hedger from employing a more sophisticated strategy. Such may not be the case, however, for a farmer or a smaller corporate entity. From an operational standpoint, incorporating transaction costs into a DP framework would require a numerical solution to the resulting recursion relations. Therefore, incorporating transaction costs is left for future research.
10.This time-line represents an in-sample comparison. In the out-of-sample analysis all models experience some variability. Therefore, unless the basis remains constant, the OLS hedge ratios will also change as new observations are added. However, the concepts underlying model comparisons remain the same. Results for OLS and basic GARCH (DP-GARCH) models are likely always going to differ, even if only slightly, due to the nature of estimation.
11. Baillie and Myers (1991) also undertook their analysis using a similar framework, thus employing a relatively parsimonious model. We base our structure for the time series generating process on residual diagnostic results. Because we find no evidence of residual autocorrelation in the markets studied here the MV framework may be appropriate.
12.
As suggested by an anonymous reviewer, simulations were conducted by using three different levels of interest rates, 1 per cent, 5 per cent and 10 per cent. Varying the rate had no qualitative effect on model orderings; however, higher the interest rates eroded the performance of the DP-GARCH and GARCH approaches relative to OLS. Therefore, to provide conservative estimates of the relative performance of these models we employ the higher interest rate.
13.Therefore, in this application, and over this hedging horizon, substantial gains, in terms of risk reduction appear to be available by adopting the DP-GARCH relative to alterna tives. Indeed according to a large U.S. based food manufacturer approximately $75 million dollars and $350 million dollars are spent annually on sugar and cocoa purchases, respectively, in their manufacturing processes (and the food manufacturer regards itself as a large corporate commodity hedger). According to this manufacturer, purchases and hedges are undertaken frequently. Given the large amount of purchases it is unlikely that extra transaction costs associated with more complicated methods would deter a large hedger. Transaction costs could, however, alter the risk management strategy of a smaller hedger.
14. Collins (2000) undertakes out-of-sample analysis on a variety of competing models. Similar to Collins(2000) , we isolate the proportion of times our model outperforms potentially inferior models. In our analysis, however, we investigate the conditions that arise when a model better/worse than a simpler approach. While Collins (2000) suggests the naïve (i.e., one-to-one) hedge outperforms the risk-minimizing hedge most of the time, he did not investigate what happens when the market exhibits short-run unpredictable volatility (i.e., erratic basis behavior) as we do here. Pennings and Leuthold (2001) , liquidity might also have an important bearing on hedging effectiveness, particularly in thinly traded markets. Researchers might therefore take this into account when developing optimal hedging strategies. For the commodities analyzed here trading volume between July 2000 and June 2001 was, for example, 1,408,945 cocoa contracts and 759,828 sugar contracts respectively. While these markets are not traded as heavily as larger financial contracts like the FTSE (9,033,641 contracts traded), they experience heavier trading volume than other commodities like wheat, which had a trading volume of 97,705 contracts. We therefore conclude that liquidity may not be a serious issue in our application. As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, however, liquidity costs may be updated in manner similar to that for updating variances/covariances. Such an updating scheme and would likely be more important in thinly traded markets.
15.As shown by

Covcf b Varf
(A3) the optimal hedging ratio to be used at t-1. At time t-2, the variance of cost is: 
where r is a discount factor. The first order conditions corresponding to the minimization of 
